Instructions for General Impact Evaluation Form

Use Only for Programs that are NOT Considered Refreshers

Often, in courses that are NOT refresher programs, you still get “repeat customers” that have attended other programs with you previously. The intent of this form is to get input from these repeat attenders about how the previous program affected their behavior.

So:

- Please ask if anyone has taken attended previous programs or events with you or any other member of the consortium.
- Once the repeat attenders self-identify, please give them the General Impact Form and ask them to complete it.
- Explain that the Consortium wants to know how the programs are used, and barriers to use, so that programs can be improved.
- Simply collect this form and send it to UC with your other evaluation forms.

If you have any questions, please contact Sinem Toraman
(toramasm@ucmail.uc.edu / 513.556.3900)